
 

 
do all black lives matter equally? 

hattie gossett 
 

  

 
from slavery to now. . . . 

mil l ions of black women have suffered & died from police terrorism  
 

top: alberta spruill & fannie lou hamer & eleanor bumpurs 
bottom: aiyana stanley-jones & 2 unidentified women protesters 

 
can we begin a conversation about the fact that police brutality in black 

american communities doesnt only happen when black men are dehumanized & murdered by white 
cops? 
 
 dont black women -- grandmothers executives hootchie mamas students doctors lawyers 
sex workers preachers waitresses wives home attendants computer programmers baby mamas & 
even baby girls sleeping in their beds -- suffer & die everyday at the hands of cops? 
 
 when black women -- straight queer lesbian bisexual transgender -- experience stop & frisk 
or driving while black & it turns into search & strip followed by rape in the back seat of the cop car 
followed by torture & gang rape back at the police station followed by being dumped half naked in 
the middle of no where in the middle of the night followed by death -- how many different kinds of 
police brutality is that? 
 
 when black women experience everything from unwarranted search & seizure false criminal 
charges unwarranted home invasion/eviction to inordinately high bail inordinately severe 
sentencing to denial of parole loss of child custody & on & on -- is any of that state-sponsored 
injustice & terrorism? 
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 arent womens prisons mostly full of disempowered black girls & women who are 
routinely raped & beaten by guards? dont too many of them also die in custody? 
 
 what about all the black gay queer & transgender men who are routinely targeted by 
police violence? 
  
 military sexual violence only happens to white women. true or false? 
 
 what about all the black mentally ill folks who die at the hands of cops? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

shereese francis 
 
 in america how often does any cop go to jail for brutalizing/killing anybody? 
 
 we hear a lot about black adolescent boys being trained to avoid being attacked by police; 
why dont we hear about black adolescent girls being trained to avoid being attacked by police?  
 
 we hear a lot from black folks (some of them a-list celebrities & politicians) who are 
parents of sons & daughters expressing concern about how to talk to their sons about police 
brutality. how come we dont hear them expressing this concern about their daughters? 
 
 in america has any cop ever gone to jail for beating/raping/killing a black woman? 
 

	  
 

yvette smith & ersula ore 
 
 in america how often does a cop go to jail for brutalizing/killing anybody? 
 
 what about all the black women & children who die everyday as a result of domestic 
violence because cops & judges are so amazingly lax about enforcing orders of protection? 
  
 from slavery to now havent black women -- alongside their brothers sons husbands 
fathers -- fought back against the american system of injustice? 
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 what about all the black undocumented immigrants who routinely get 
brutalized by cops?  
 
 does anyone collect video footage or other documentation of police brutality being 
practiced against black lesbian bisexual transgender queer & straight women? black mentally ill 
people? black queer gay bisexual & transgender men? black undocumented immigrants? 
 
 why do the media & political leaders -- both mainstream & black -- keep acting like this 
stuff isnt happening to all these black people? 
 
 dont the lives of all these black people matter too? arent we all choking to death here? 
 
 can the issue of state-sanctioned terrorism against black communities ever be fully 
addressed when its only discussed in terms of black male martyrs & white male cop perpetrators? 
 
 these incidents of "police malfunctioning" are indeed tragic. however police must be free 
to use violent tactics like beatings & chokeholds & automatic weapons & tanks & bombs & 
dehumanization & rape & murder -- just like the criminals & terrorists use -- to maintain order in 
our society. after all violence is the only thing these people understand. true or false? 
 
 cops never do this kind of stuff to white people. true or false? 
 
 does police brutality happen in all-black countries? 
 
 can black women take part in this conversation without being labeled as man-hating 
traitors-to-the race suffering from terminal internalized racism? 
 
 how can this conversation be extended to acknowledge all of the cop-perpetrated violence 
& death suffered daily in america by all people of all colors & gender identities & social classes? 
 
 arent we all choking to death here? 
 
 can we dare to dream of creating & living in a humane violence-free society? 
 
 am i the only one thinking these thoughts? 
 

 hattie gossett: from her perch at the nyc intersection where the republic of harlem meets the dominican 
republic miz hattie brings forth words for the page & the stage about women & social injustice. talkback to the author: 
hattiegossett@gmail.com 
  
from slavery to now. . .just a few of the millions 
alberta spruill: murdered by cops during wrongful home invasion. died saying "i cant breath." new york. 2003.  
fannie lou hamer: voting rights activist beaten nearly to death by cops. mississippi. 1963. 
eleanor bumpurs: murdered by cops during eviction. new york. 1984. 
aiyana stanley-jones: 7-year-old murdered in her bed by cops during wrongful home invasion. michigan. 2002. 
shereese francis:  mentally ill; murdered by cops called by family to help. new york. 2012. 
yvette smith: murdered by cops during wrongful home invasion. texas. 2014. 
ersula ore: beaten by cops for jaywalking. arizona. 2014. 
 
for further info: start your internet research with "police violence against black women" & go on from there.  
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